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We are pleased to announce that several Argus analysts have won 2016 Thomson Reuters Analyst Awards. Thomson Reuters
notes that the awards “are globally recognized as the gold standard in the objective measurement of sell-side research analysts.
They measure performance based on the returns of their buy and sell recommendations relative to industry benchmarks; and the
accuracy of earnings estimates. They are used by buy-side firms to identify the leading analysts at sell-side firms.” The awards
recognize the top stock pickers and earnings estimators across multiple industries and asset classes on a worldwide basis. Argus
Research winners participate in the U.S. equity category. For additional information about the Thomson Reuters methodology,
please see http://www.analystawards.com/methodology.php#filter.

Argus is no stranger to awards such as this or The Wall Street Journal’s “Best on the Street” (discontinued after 2014). In 2015,
for example, Argus won five awards from Thomson Reuters, including Electronic Equipment, Food & Staples Retailing, Household
Products, IT Services, and Multi-Utilities.

For the 2016 awards, Argus analysts gained Thomson Reuters recognition seven times, as follows:

Argus Analysts Recognized For Stock Picks
May 2016

®

NICOLAY NIELSEN Ranked #1 for stock picking in Aerospace & Defense

JOHN STASZAK, CFA Ranked #1 for stock picking in Beverages

CHRISTOPHER GRAJA, CFA Ranked #1 for stock picking in Food & Staples Retailing

JOHN STASZAK, CFA Ranked #1 for stock picking in Household Products

DAVID TOUNG Ranked #2 for stock picking in Healthcare Providers & Services

Of note, Nicolay Nielsen and Lucy Moore are no longer with Argus. More information about Argus analysts and their coverage
is available on https://www.argusresearch.com/. Our screening tool allows users to pinpoint the analysts and their picks.

More information about Argus analysts and their coverage is available on https://www.argusresearch.com.  Our screening tool allows users
to pinpoint the analysts and their picks. Since 1934, Argus Research has been at the forefront of the independent equity research industry. We
believe our proprietary six-point research process and our independence combine to give us an edge as we develop our ideas, our forecasts
and our investment ratings. Events discussed in this article may not be representative of any one person’s experience and are not indicative
of future performance. Argus Research is an independent investment research provider whose parent company, Argus Investors’ Counsel,
Inc., is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Argus is not a member of the FINRA or the SIPC. Argus Research is not
a registered broker dealer and does not have investment banking operations. The Argus trademark, service mark and logo are the intellectual
property of Argus Research Group Inc.

LUCY MOORE Ranked #3 for stock picking in Electric Utilities

DAVID TOUNG Ranked #3 for stock picking in Healthcare Equipment & Supplies


